Red Wines
House Wines - Glass 175ml £4.50 | 250ml £6.00 | Bottle £ 17.50

Umbrele MERLOT Romania A full-bodied rich plummy red wine from Romania.
Superbly smooth with deep soft flavours. Plums with a hint of spice. Great on its own
or with any meat dishes.
Barbakan Fine Wine Selection
Wines by bottles

Vina Palaciega RIOJA Spain Superb stylish Rioja with amazing
raspberry & blackberry fruit flavours, hints of vanilla and spice. A perfect match
for any of our delicious meat dishes £18.50
Cleefs SHIRAZ VIOGNIER South Africa Blend of Shiraz and Viognier.
Soft, spicy and sweet on the nose. Fruity and spicy on the palate £19.50
Calusari PINOT NOIR Romania Light to medium bodied, some bright cherry fruit
and a hint of oak & spice on the nose £19.95
Vida Organica MALBEC Argentina Bright purple in colour with good
concentration. The nose has notes of ripe fruits, figs and prunes.
The sweet tannins and well balanced by the acidity.
Classy, refined with a hint of spice. A thoroughly modern Malbec. £22.00
CHATEANNEUF du Pape Rouge le Traverser Chateau Simian 2010
Deep, full flavoured and balanced. Chateu Simian is a superb Chateaneuf wit a lovely
flavour and delicate softness. A lovely wine for special occasions £36.50

Rose & Dessert Wines
Dudley’s Stone Rose 2013 South Africa Excellent soft & gentle Rose.
Lovely and pale in colour with delicate hints of redcurrants and raspberries.
Great balance of flavours with a soft dry finish £17.50 bottle / £4.50 small / 6.00 large
Wildwood ZINFANDEL ROSE 2012 California Stunning medium dry Rose,
bursting with strawberry & raspberry fruit flavours. This wine has loads of flavour
with rich peppery aftertaste that leaves you wanting more! £18.95
Ferrandiere GRENACHE GRIS 2012 France Paler & more delicate than most.
This wine has a lovely soft delicate creamy - even toffee like flavour. Superbly dry,
with delicate fruit & freshness. £19.95
Vistamar Moscatel 2013 - 37.5cl Fresh and intense desserts wine with hints
of peach, apricot and quince. £11.50
Pachernec Du vic Blih Saint Albert 2009 - 50cl A stunning dessert wine with
lovely crisp acidity and a concetrated sweetness £22.95

White Wines
House Wines - Glass 175ml £4.50| 250ml 6.00 | Bottle £ 17.50

Umbrele SAUVIGNON BLANC Romania Fresh, crisp & dry. Outstanding with
vibrant fruit & a lovely balance of flavours and long fresh tingly aftertaste
Barbakan Fine Wine Selection
Wines by bottles

Cleefs CHENIN BLANC South Africa Chenin Blanc from the Coastal Region
of South Africa. Fresh & tingly on the nose with just a hint of banofee pie.
Smooth & generous in the mouth with lively fresh flavours of gentle bananas
& toffee & with a long aftertaste £18.25
Traslagares VERDEJO Spain A very fine in nose. Intense, with aromas of fruit,
anise, the smell of freshly cut grass, fennel and minerals. It is very fruity,
with well-integrated acidity and a slightly bitter taste so characteristic of this variety.
Balanced and easy drinking. £18.95
Calusari PINOT GRIGIO Romania Fresh and delicate on the palate and slightly
spritzy on the tongue. Subtle hints of almonds followed by a refreshing aftertaste.
Recommended and well worth a try £19.50 ( glass 175ml £4.70 | 250ml £6.50 )
Lauriers VIOGNIER vin De Pays France Dry and aromatic on the nose, with deep and rich
flavours. Lovely and long at the finish wit slightly dry aftertaste. A stylish wine. £22.00

Pouilly Fuise 2012 Thierry Metertiere CHARDONNAY France A full deep
cocentrated Chardonnay from a fantastic area in Southern Burgundy.
Soft, buttery smooth and intense with gentle hints of oak.
A lovely wine for special occasions £35.50

Sparkling & Champagne
PROSECCO di Maria Botter A delightful Italian sparkling wine from the DOC region.
Delicate, refreshing and with wonderful finesse and flavour £7.50 (glass)
PROSECCO di Valdobbiadene DOC Italy A delightful Italian sparkling wine.
Delicate and fine bouquet. Gentle fruit flavours and clean finish £22.00
CHAMPAGNE Michel Loriot BRUT Reserve France Stunning quality Champagne
from a small independent producer. Crisp, dry & biscuity. Full of flavour.
Refreshingly zingy & zesty £35.00

